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Abstract
This paper investigates the possibility to establish security associations between the data sender and one (or more) intermediate
middleboxes to address some open issues for standard path-coupled NAT/Firewall traversal. We provide some thoughts on mobility
handling and address the aspect of data origin authentication and an even more secure version - source authentication.
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1. Introduction
The HIP protocol introduced an identifier for an end host - the Host Identity (HI) which is a cryptographic identity.
The hash of the Host Identity, the Host Identity Tag (HIT), is used by IPv6 applications as a replacement for the
IPv6 address. For IPv4 applications a shorter version, the LSI, using 32 bits is used.
HIP also aims to interact with middleboxes by allowing intermediate devices to process HIP messages. Unlike
IKE or IKEv2 HIP allows intermediate devices to inspect and cryptographically verify some payloads carried
inside the protocol messages. This, for example, allows providing a solution for NAT traversal whereby a HIP
aware NAT device uses the <SPI> <Protocol> <Dst-IP> triplet instead of the standard NAT binding. This
approach is elaborated in SPINAT [4].
To also address other types of middlebox, such as Firewalls, additional aspects, such as a separate registration
procedure with the Firewall or routing asymmetry has to be considered. The usage of HIP to deal with general
middleboxes is dealt with in [3]. As a consequence, the middlebox is able to install firewall pinholes based on
IPsec protected traffic. The classification provided by the Firewall is based on the <SPI> <Protocol> <Dst-IP>
triple.
The above described approaches suffer from two problems:
a) Standard Firewall packet filters do not provide cryptographic verification of the injected data traffic.
b) End host mobility and IP address change in general requires another signaling message exchange with the
Firewall(s) to update the installed packet filter (or in case of a NAT binding to modify the mapping).
In other IETF working groups, such as Next Steps in Signaling (NSIS), the aspect of mobility in relationship with
middlebox was subject to extensive investigations (see, for example, [7]). The limitations of standard packet
filter establishment and end host mobility was discussed in [8].
Establishing packet filter information at devices along the path provides some security against off-path
adversaries injecting data packets if they are unaware of the established firewall pinhole. This might provide
enough security protection for many scenarios or environments. However, due to the absence of per-packet
authentication man-in-the-middle attacks of malicious nodes along the path cannot be prevented by installed
packet filters. Figure 1 shows such a scenario where a malicious node injects data traffic although it is unable to
tamper with the signaling message itself since it is protected (for example, if we assume that a secure
middlebox traversal protocol is used). This might lead to security problems especially in ad-hoc networks where
some intermediate nodes are untrusted.
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Figure 1: General Limits of Firewall Signaling

2. Protocol Proposal
As previously described standard packet filters typically consist of the classical five tuple (src/dst IP address,
src/dst port number and transport protocol). It is, however, possible to construct an identifier which acts as a
substitute for these identifiers. During discussions in context of the IPv6 Flow Label (which is a three tuple <SrcIP><Dst-IP><Flow-Label>) at the NSIS mailing list it was mentioned that it would also be possible to utilize the
home address instead of using the end point identifiers for an installed flow identifier in case of mobility.
Avoiding locators (IP addresses) within packet filters simplifies mobility handling by avoiding state updates at the
shared path. To completely avoid IP addresses one could use an IPv6 extension header to embed a 128 bit
random number (or even larger) which serves as a substitute for both network and transport identifiers. Using
only the 21 bit IPv6 Flow label cannot provide uniqueness to serve as a flow identifier without considering the
source and destination IP address. Some MULTI6 protocol proposals, such as NOID, SIM or CB64, are
available which add such an identifier to every IP packet. Firewalls can use this identifier for packet
classification.
HIP as a middlebox signaling protocol, as discussed in [4], could install a 128 bit flow identifier as a packet filter
at middleboxes which allows data traffic to be associated with a certain behavior (and state at these devices). In
case of firewalls this behavior is packet filtering and for QoS signaling this behavior is to associate a flow to a
QoS class with preferential treatment. Each data packet would also carry this identifier (for example in an
extension header).
Mobility, multi-homing, address changes due to DHCP lease expire or address changes due to privacy changes
would not require flow identifer updates and hence data packets can still be correctly identified by firewalls as
long as they carry the same identifier.
There are, however, also some problems:
• A route change hitting a new firewall requires signaling to this new device. This is always required
regardless of the approach. Periodic retransmission of the signaling messages is necessary from this point
of view (but also as part of the soft-state principle).
• The security properties of the classical 5 tuple is different to a 128-bit identifier when used as a flow
identifier. Including locators (such as source and destination IP addresses) provides additional security
since an adversary can only send packets to certain end points and to certain applications only. An
adversary needs to be at special places along the path to mount attacks and he is certainly not able to
arbitrarily inject packets. With the 128-bit identifier the situation is slightly different since an adversary must
first eavesdrop the identifier and reuse it for his purpose from any location on the Internet to the target
behind the firewall.
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• The security properties of the 128-bit identifier are similar to those of "authorization tokens" which allow
everyone knowing the "token" to be authorized to perform certain actions. In this context the action is to
pass the firewall policies. These "authorization tokens" do not allow the owner to actively participate in the
protocol exchange (other than attaching the identifier).
To improve the security of this initial proposal it would be possible to add data origin authentication. This would
allow each intermediate middleboxes to cryptographically verify the incoming data traffic. To allow intermediate
middleboxes to select the correct security association it is either possible to use the triple <SPI> <Protocol>
<Dst-IP> or a separate identifier. The latter approach is benefitial in case of mobility.
As a strawman proposal the key derived as excerised in [4] can be used. The details are left for future study.

3. Conclusion and Outlook
This paper gives a problem statement about future work on advanced middlebox traversal. We propose to
investigate the usage of data origin authentication between the data sender and one (or more) middleboxes and
to address mobility handling in face of distributed state establishment in a novel way.
Recently a few attempts have been made to address negative aspects of end-to-end network layer encryption
on the performance of TCP. This work includes TF-ESP (see also [5]) and attempts for layered encryptionand
finally resulted in the ALIAS BOF (see [11], [10] and [9]). These areas are possible usage scenarios for this
approach. Furthermore, more near future relevant scenarios are VPN traversal for Mobile IP signaling. There
signaling messages must traverse a VPN gateway protected network. An additional area of interest is security
for adhoc networks where the end host initiated traffic will be verified by a number of intermediate nodes.
To provide even stronger security guarantees it is possible to use source authentication since the firewalls
represent a degenerated multicast tree (without using multicast addresses itself). Results from the multicast
security community are available such as TESLA [12] or MESP [13] which can be used without severe
modifications. Further work in this area will investigate the usage of TESLA for source authentication. The
middlebox signaling protocol would therefore bootstrap the relevant parameters for subsequent usage of
TELSA. As a difficult aspect it is important to prevent intermediate middleboxes to buffer packets (such as
required in TESLA).
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